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Abstract
Evaluation of soil spatial variability is an important issue in agrophysics and

environmental research. Studies of spatial variability enable a better understanding of
the physical processes that take place in the soil and their result can be useful in the
elaboration of the best methods for the control of thermal-water-air relationship in plant
environment and for the prevention of land degradation. The knowledge of spatial
variability which is one of the fundamental soil physical properties, is of special
importance for the modelling of energy and mass transportation processes.

The aims of the present study were to:
(1) recognise soil particle size distribution patterns in the territory of Poland and the

features of its spatial variability,
(2) use semivariograms and fractal analysis to characterise and compare the spatial

variability of soil particle distribution in three soil horizons (A, B, C).
Data collected on particle size distribution of the mineral soil representative for the

territory of Poland, was used to describe its spatial variability by using geostatistic
techniques and fractal theory. Based on data calculated for some points over the whole
area and for selected directions, values of semivariance were determined. The slope of
the regression line of log semivariance versus log distance was used to estimate a fractal
dimension (D).

All variables studied, i.e. clay, silt and sand fractions, were space dependent. The
range of spatial dependence for coarse and fine-textured soils decreased with depth. For
medium-textured soils, the range of spatial dependence was higher in the B horizon than
in the A and C horizons. Variogram surfaces showed anisotropy of all particle size
fractions with a trend in the W to E directions.

Fractal analysis indicated the dominance of a short or long-range directional
variation in the soil particle fractions for all three horizons. The smallest fractal
dimensions were obtained for medium-textured soils, with intermediate values for
coarse-textured soils and the highest values for fine-textured soils.

Keywords: spatial variability, particle size distribution, semivariogram, fractal
dimension, Polish soils

Introduction
A collection of results that would be representative for the object studied both in

relation to the space measured and variability in time, is the supreme goal in any
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research studies. Statistical methods widely applied to the soil object already at the
beginning assume that the parameters observed are independent from one another. Such
an independence of observation is a barrier to their accurate description and analysis. In
Agrophysics we deal with observations which are dependent by nature. This
dependence is interesting in itself from the cognitive point of view. In such a case, the
methods of random field analysis on which, among others, the mathematical apparatus
of the geostatistics is based, is of primary significance in studies of the variability of soil
parameters. We are aware that our knowledge of a given phenomenon or feature studies
is only fragmentary, since it is related to the areas or rather some points, from which
samples were collected. We do not know what is happening in the area between the
points of the measurement taken. The need to study these areas resulted in a new
research discipline, i.e. geostatistics (Webster and Burgess, 1984; Perfect et al., 1990;
Hummatov et al., 1992; Brus et al., 1993; Papritz, 1993; Baranowski et al., 1994;
Bartoli et al., 1995; kozal et al., 1996; Usowicz et al., 1996; Lipiec and Usowicz, 1997;
Moreno et al., 1997).

The geostatistic theory is based on an observation that besides a point of a
determined value of a certain variable, i.e. humidity, there are points with similar
values. In other words, humidity values located at some distance from one another, are
correlated. The basis for the calculations of the above theory is a variogram function, or
to be more accurate, half of the expected value of the difference in the values Z(x) of the
variable at the point x and the value Z(x+h) located at a distance of the h vector from it.
A semivariogram presents a behaviour or a given variable in space or time. The above
variable is called a “regionalised” variable. The above variable shows a random aspect
which takes into account local irregularities and a structural aspect which reflects multi-
scale trends of the phenomenon. The function of a variogram with parameters
determined (value of a nugget, sill, and dependency range) presents the behaviour of the
variable studied in space and time, and at the same time allows us to draw conclusions
about areas that are not represented by any measured data.

Courses in time or space obtained during agrophysical measurements are
manifested by irregular shapes. Such irregularities (chaos) can be treated in two ways.
Firstly, as a deviation from the ideal state-a classic statistical approach; and secondly, as
a non-ordered course bound internally with indissoluble properties. It can be concluded
that studying such a non-ordered course, we are able to obtain useful information not
only on the course itself but also on the object from which the above course originated.
Irrespective of the measuring scale, this type of course can be analysed by
semivariograms. The above statement follows directly form the assumption of
geostatistics. Another useful tool used in the analysis of irregularities can be the theory
of fractals which by definition deals with such objects.

The mathematical concept of describing natural structures characterised by the
geometric heterogeneity of linearity or surfaces, is called the theory of fractals (Bartoli
et al., 1991; Rieu and Sposito, 1991; Perfect and Kay, 1995; Anderson et al., 1998;
Lipiec et al., 1998). The basic notion of the above theory is the notion of the fractal
dimension D. It expresses an effective geometrical dimension of linearity or surface of
the structure studied. According to the theory of fractals, the D value is a global value,
and hence it characterises the whole object studied. The above value can assume values
from the 1≤D≤2 range for the linear sections and from the 2≤D≤3 range for surfaces,
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and can be interpreted in the categories of spatial organisation of the property of process
studied, i.e. it tells us how much the property studied is determined and to what extent
its distribution is random.

Materials and Methods
The basic assumptions of geostatistics are as follows (Webster and Burgess, 1984;

Webster, 1985; Pannatier, 1994): 1) k random variables{Z(x1), Z(x2), Z(x3), Z(xk)} are
assigned to each random function Z(x), 2) knowledge of the first two statistical
moments assigned to the random function of a given phenomenon is required, the first
moment (mean), ( )[ ] ( )xmxZE =  and the second (variance, co-variance, semivariogram)

( ){ } ( ) ( )[ ]{ }2xmxZExZVar −= . If the random variables Z(x1) Z(x2) have a variance, they
also have a co-variance which is a function of location x1, x2:
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( )2121221121 , xmxmxZxZExmxZxmxZExxC ⋅−⋅=−⋅−= .  

Semivariogram-γ(x1,x2) is defined as half the variance from the difference between

random variables {Z(x1)-Z(x2)}: ( ) ( ) ( ){ }2121 2
1, xZxZVarxx −=γ .

It is also required for the phenomena or processes studied to be stationary, i.e. not
to change their properties when the initial point of the spatial scale has been changed.
Where being stationary is fulfilled for the random function Z(x), it is determined as a
stationary of the second order, moreover it is expected that (Webster, 1985; Pannatier,
1994):

• the expected value exists and does not depend on location x ( )[ ] mxZE =
• for each pair of the random variables {Z(x),Z(x+h)} the covariance exists and

depends only on the separation vector h ( ) ( ) ( ){ } 2mxZhxZEhC −⋅+= ,
• stationarity of the covariance implies stationarity of the variance and

semivariance ( ){ } ( )[ ]{ } ( )02 CmxZExZVar =−=  and ( ) ( ) ( )hChC γ−= 0
• or all values of the vector h, the difference {Z(x+h)-Z(x)} has a finite variance

and does not depend on x. ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( )[ ]{ }2

2
1

2
1 xZhxZExZhxZVarh −+=−+=γ

When the vector h values equals zero, then the value of semivariance is also equal
to zero. Moreover, the semivariogram is symmetric in relation to h: γ(h)=γ(-h)

The experimental semivariogram − γ(h) for the distance h is calculated from the
equation (Webster, R. 1985; Englund and Sparks, 1988; Pannatier, 1994; Gamma,

1998): ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( )

∑
=

+−=
hN

i
ii hxvxv

hN
h

1

2

2
1γ

where: N(h) means a number of pairs of points at a h distance. The equation
illustrates differentiation in the deviations of a given physical value-v from the trend
equation in relation to the distance between the measuring points.

Known mathematical functions (linear, exponential, Gauss’, etc.) are fitted to the
empirically determined semivariogram. These functions can then be used for the spatial
analysis (analysis in time) of auto-correlation or visualisation by means of estimation of
the physical value considered in space using the Kirging method.

Three characteristic parameters for the semivariogram are distinguished: effect of
the nugget, sill and range. Where the semivariogram is a function increasing not from
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zero but from a certain value, this value is called the effect of a nugget (C0); it expresses
the variability of the physical variable studied with a scale lower than the sampling
range or can be caused by a low measurement accuracy. The value reached at which the
semivariogram function does not increase any further (approximately equal to the
sample variance s2) is called the sill, whereas the range of distances from zero to the
point at which 95% of the constant value has been reached by the semivariograms, is
called the a range. This latter value determines the border of spatial dependence of the
observation. It is assumed that the semivariance beyond the range is equal to the
variance from the sample-s2, and is explained by the random variance. An increasing
semivariogram from the nugget variance to the sill is determined by the structural
variance (C). It is a true spatial component of the sample variance. It determines the part
of the variance which results form the spatial dependence of the observation. Where the
(C + C0) determines the values at which variance stabilisation is observed-it
corresponds approximately to the s2 variance of the stationary data. When the C0
threshold is equal to the s2 variance, it determines the so-called pure nugget effect.
Moreover, it describes the lack of spatial correlation of the variables Z(x) i Z(x+h), and
the above fact can be interpreted as a spatial independence of the observation, with the
best estimator-the mean value of the variable and s2 variance for the whole object
studied. What is more, the pure nugget effect and higher variance of the s2 sample,
pointed to the presence of a macro variance which can be observed, as a rule, for higher
distances in conditions of the existing spatial dependence of the observation. With the
missing C0 component, the threshold is determined by the value of the structural C
variance.

The studies conducted so-far showed that there are no direct methods for the
determining or assessing fractality of the real objects. Properties of objects that may
include features of fractals in their structure or which can be connected with the
definition of fractals are looked for.

In recent years, fractal analysis was used not only for the geometrical descriptions
of materials but also for the studies on the spatial variability of properties of a porous
object, among others, granulometric composition, electric conductivity, penetrometric
resistance, density, content of various salts in the soil or the influence of the colloid
fraction on the soil erosion (Armstrong, 1986; Sokołowska et al., 1989; Bartoli et al.,
1991; Rieu and Sposito, 1991; Bartoli et al., 1995; Pachepsky et al., 1995; Kozak et al.,
1996; Pachepsky et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1998; Kravchenko and Zhang, 1998;
Sokołowska et al., 1998). The fractal dimension was determined by means of a
semivariogram inclination coefficient in the logarithmic co-ordinate system.

In the present study, the fractal D dimension was determined on the basis of a
semivariogram from the equation (Burrough, 1983; Perfect et al., 1990; Gamma, 1998):

2
2 HD −= , where H is an inclination of the straight line of a semivariogram plotted in

the logarithmic co-ordinate system.
The measuring data on the content of individual granulometric fractions in horizons

A, B and C came from studies published in the “Soil Sciences Annual” in the period
from 1952 to 2000, in the “Acta Agrophysica” and in the Bank of the Polish Mineral
Soils Samples (Gliński et al., 1991; Soil Sciences Annual, 1952-2000; Acta
Agrophysica, 2001; Data Bank on Cultivated Mineral Soil of Poland BIGLEB-M). The
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quantitative contribution of the three granulometric fractions, i.e. clay (<0.002 mm), silt
(0.002-0.02mm) and sand (0.02-1 mm) was considered. Spatial co-ordinates used for
the calculations were expressed in degrees and degrees to the tenth part. The minute and
second values were calculated to values of the tenth part of a degree as required by the
software used for the analyses. In the geostatistic analysis, neither the height above sea-
level, nor the fact that the area studied was a section of a ball, were taken into
consideration. It was assumed that the surface was flat and the errors resulting from the
above assumptions were insignificant.

Results and Discussion
Spatial differentiation of the granulometric composition in the soils was analysed

by means of classical statistics, geostatistics and fractal dimension. The mean values
showed that the sand content in the soils studied was the highest, irrespective of the
genetic horizon, i.e. from 74 to 79%. The content of the silt fraction was considerably
lower, i.e. from 13.6 to 16.3%, and the amount of the clay fraction was even lower, i.e.
from 4.9 to 12.5%. The mean sand and clay content decreased slightly with depth,
whereas the content of clay increased considerably, i.e. twice in horizon B and 2.5 times
in horizon C when compared to the A horizon.

The highest values of the variability coefficient was observed for the clay in
horizon A, and it decreased slightly with depth, from 117% in horizon A to 101% in
horizon C. The variable silt and sand content increased with depth; for the silt from 67%
to 87%, and for the sand from 17% to 30%.

The parameters characterising distribution of the individual granulometric fractions
(skewness and kurtosis) showed a large right-sided asymmetry and a high concentration
of values close to zero in the case of clay. The diagonal slant of kurtosis for the clay
decreased with depth from 2.15 to 1.39 and from 9.2 to 5.8, respectively. Similarly,
distribution of silt showed a right-sided asymmetry of 0.86 (A), 0.67 (B) and 0.71
(horizon C). Kurtosis was close to the values of the normal distribution, i.e. equal to 3
and decreased with depth from 3.75 to 2.88. The asymmetry of the sand distribution was
left-sided and decreased slightly with depth from –0.71 to –0.6. Kurtosis was in that
case close to the normal distribution; 3 (A), 2.73 (B) and 2.8 (horizon C).

The spatial variability of the granulometric fractions distribution in the soil profile
was studied by means of semivariograms. The value nuggets, sills and ranges of spatial
correlation were determined and the models of semivariograms were then fitted to the
empirical values and the parameters of mode fitting were determined (Figure.1).

 Spatial correlation was found in the case of all the fractions studied. The shape of
spatial correlations was either exponential or spherical. The highest values from the
range of spatial correlation in the case of the clay and sand fractions was noted in
horizon A (1.2° and 2.5°, respectively), for the silt, in horizon B (3.18°), and the lowest,
in horizon C; for clay (0.44°), silt (2.27°) and sand (1.48°).

The semivariance value for the individual fractions decreased with depth. The
lowest values of the semivariance saturation values (silt) were observed in the horizon
A. They were about 33 for clay, 125 for silt and 220 (%2) for sand. In horizons B and C,
a four and a half to five times increase of the saturation semivariance for clay was
noted. In the case of silt, semivariance increased to the maximum of about 17% in
horizon C maximum when compared to horizon A. The semivariance relating to sand
was more than twice higher in horizons B and C than in horizon A.
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A – horizon

B – horizon

C – horizon

A – horizon

B – horizon

C – horizon

Figure 1 Omnidirectional and surface semivariograms of particle size distribution in
Polish mineral soils. Horizon A, B, C with clay, silt and sand fractions.

SandSiltClay
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Surface semivariograms presented in Figure.1 effectively allowed visualisation of
anisotropy in the spatial distribution of the individual granulometric fractions.
Anisotropy was clearest in the distribution of the sand and silt fractions in horizons A
and B. Anisotropy was mainly directed in the W-E axis. In the horizon C of the same
fractions, anisotropy was already considerably less visible. In the case of the clay
fraction, a small anisotropy was also observed in horizon A in the W-E direction. The
above anisotropy decreased with depth and became almost invisible in horizon C.

Fractal dimensions calculated on the basis of the inclination of the semivariogram
straight line, were presented in Figure 2. Fractal dimensions were determined for the
clay, silt and sand fractions from the soil genetic horizons A, B and C. In the
calculations, isotropic semivariograms and directed semivariograms, i.e. with the angles
of 0º, 45º, 90º and 135º, were taken into account. The 0º angle pointed to the W-E
direction. The high values of the fractal dimensions, exceeding 1.8, pointed to the high
randomness in the spatial distribution of the clay, silt and sand fractions. The clay
fraction was characterised by the highest values of the fractal dimension, and the silt
fraction had the lowest values. In the individual soil genetic horizons, fractal
dimensions for the clay were slightly lower in the horizon B and almost identical in
horizons A and C. In the case of silt, they were almost equal in most cases, whereas for
the sand, the values of the fractal dimension increased with depth. Higher values of the
fractal dimension in horizon C than in horizon A pointed to an increase in the
differentiation of the sand fraction in horizon C. Clear decreases in the fractal
dimensions were observed at an angle of 45º in the case of clay and sand. In the case of
silt, an increase in dimensional values was observed at an angle of 90º.
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Conclusion
The present study evaluates spatial variability in the content of clay, silt and sand in

Polish mineral soils from genetic horizons A, B and C. The data measured was analysed
using the methods of classical statistics, geostatistics and the theory of fractals.

Basic statistical parameters were calculated and it was found that the content of
sand in the whole profile studied was the highest, and the amount of clay in the surface
soil layer was the lowest. The highest variability was observed for the clay fraction, and
the lowest for the sand fraction.

The geostatistic parameters determined showed a spatial dependence in the
distribution of clay, silt and sand in the individual genetic soil horizons. In the case of
the clay and sand fractions, the radius of spatial correlation decreased with depth. In the
case of silt, it reached the maximum value in horizon B. Its highest values were
observed in horizon A for clay and sand and in horizon B for silt, and the lowest in
horizon C. Moreover, distribution of the clay and sand content in the soils studied was
characterised by high anisotropy, and the clay fraction had only slight anisotropy.

Among the granulometric fractions considered, the highest values of the fractal
dimension were observed for clay and somewhat lower for silt. It was found out that in
the distribution of the clay content in the soil, randomness (fortuitousness) is the
highest. A slightly lower randomness was found in the sand content, and was
considerably lower in the silt content. Anisotropy was observed in the distribution of the
fractal dimension in the WS-NE direction in the case of clay and sand, and in the S-N
direction in the case of silt.
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